Measuring the strength of auditory fusion for synchronously and nonsynchronously fluctuating narrow-band noise pairs.
This experiment examines the "strength" of auditory fusion for narrow-band noise pairs. Each pair of noise bands consisted of a target band and a flanker band presented simultaneously. The temporal envelopes of the noise bands within a pair fluctuated either in synchrony (synchronous condition) or not in synchrony (nonsynchronous condition). Each noise-band pair was alternated rapidly with a noise band (captor band) presented alone. The duration of the silent period between a noise-band pair and a captor band [i.e., onset-to-onset interval (OTO)] was decreased by listeners until auditory fusion of the pair was disrupted by capturing the target band into a sequential-stream with the captor band. Results showed that listeners required significantly shorter OTOs to capture the target bands from the synchronous pairs than from the nonsynchronous pairs, suggesting that strength of auditory fusion was greater for the noise bands that fluctuated in synchrony than for those that did not. The results of this experiment are discussed relative to hypotheses based on auditory stream segregation to explain auditory phenomena such as comodulation detection difference, modulation detection interference, and comodulation masking release.